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Abstract: This paper is dedicated to analysis of efficacy of cliche and
formula as means of encoding realia, particularly in case of "human
flesh and bone" motif in Serbian and Russian fairy tales. The present
approach is grounded on several prepositions: 1) that structure offairy
tale is complex: 2) that realization of this structure is simple; 3) that the
former is possible to achieve by cliche and formula; 4) that fairy tale, as
well as oral literary texts in general, is burdened by two dominant codes:
a real and a literary: 5) that cliche and formula, keeping the same quali
ties in many different types of application, are successfully used as means
of encoding on both levels - the level of realia and the level of literary
text. The choice of means and evaluation of their efficacy are specially
stressed: cliche offers best results on the level of global organization of
sujet (,.roasted children" and cannibalism), and formula is the best choice
for multilevel connection between realia and text itself ("rolling over
the bones").

If one were to formulate the question intriguing the contemporary
.fairyology' for decades, then it should have to be: why is the fairy tale - in
spite of everything and for such an unaccountable amount of time - a sue
cessful Iitcrary genre') From Propp (1928) on, the answer has been sought,
with varying results, both within the structuralist and semiotic studies, which
resulted in these two methods considerably coming closer together, but not in
a Poetics of the Fairy Tale comparable to Propp, or serving as a logical
supplement ofhis Morphologv. Nevertheless, the clements necessary for such
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a poetics have already been built into the results of the research done so far

and. if not yet systematized into an acceptable whole. it is the sale result of
the lack in the study of oral literature, of the real need for a firm theoretical
basis in the operative approach to this genre. Such a basis is. however, indis

pensable when speaking about literary codes. so that - for the needs of this
paper - we shall try to define its coordinates.

Therefore, what makes fairy tale a successful literary genre is a bal

anced action oftwo opposite form-generating principles: complexity ofstruc
ture and simplicity of its realization.

There is no need for proving that structure of the fairy tale is com
plex.' It has to be so because of its generic commitment. especially if one
bears in mind the corrunon-place modclative theory of oral genres, by which
in the process ofmodeling of a literary text, a completed non-Iitcrary/ model
can appear as the original. Such modeling is raised to the third degree, and
the literary text becomes in fact a model of a model. which means that its
structure is enhanced by additionaL in some other sphere already defined
and to the new function adjusted, elements. Code signals that these elements
carry within themselves are not completely lost but during the transfer they
are pushed back, being replaced by stronger, literary code. Since - theoreti

cally - a number of non-literary models starting this new modeling is in no
way limited, the density of code signals that are pushed back can - also
theoretically - be indefinite. The limits are. however, placed within the liter
al)' norm, with a tolerance which, although directly dependent on the basic
characteristics of the genre, shows a general tendency of rise from poetry
toward prose. Also, under the influence of literal)' norm, namely, in accor
dance with the priority needs of the text, the density of these signals is not
only limited, but also graded, which leads to the stratification or leafing of

1 Most important studies of the fairy tale. treat precisely this problem: Ilponu
(1982: 1984: 1986). Menerancxnn et al. (1969). Meletinski(1974), UIIBb8H(l975),
Como (1979), Maranda ed. (1971), Dundes (J 964), Skreb (1969) - together with
many others that we shall have not be able to mention here (c.g. Max Luthi, Kurt
Ranke, Linda Degh, Lutz Rorich, Maja Boskovic-Stulli, D. S. Lihacov, 1.Lorman.
and others),
2 In principle, there is no reason why a literary model should not serve as the
original. For example: the sujet of .risa rib a (goldfish). regardless of the sources
from which it was conceived, is introduced into the epics as a finished literary text
originating from a different genre Depending on the direction of derivation. in
any case a narrative text - prose (if taken from the fairy tale) appears as the origi
nal. or a text in verse (ifit is taken from the lyrics). Further procedure is the same:
only a degree of mcdelation is changed.
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code records found in the material. At the same time, this means that in case

of oral literary types one should in principle count on n·m dominant codes, of
which one - the literary - is given in advance, being inscribed into the very

structure of the text and directly accessible through its form, while the other
- the real - is connected with the material. written into it and accessible
secondarily, by way of decoding. 3

Predomination of the literary code" in literary text is an axiom per se

and needs not be proved. Only very rarely can one of real codes become so
strong as to cover the literary code, or become its equal in the strength of
impulse. This can happen only in those text segments which are replaceable
- for instance in formulas. Then generic blanks 5 are created, an interesting

and important phenomenon. but considerably less noticeable.
Detennination ofthe predominant among the real codes is closely con

nected with generic affinities. In principle, for a set of realia, the predomi
nant code is the one which appears to be the last one in the process of decod
ing, i.e. the one above which - from the standpoint of text - there is no need
for new codes. For the heroic epics such a code is ideological; for non-ritual
lyrics - social or mythical, depending on context for ritual lyrics - ritualistic
and mythical, and for the fairy tale - as we shall try to prove - that code is
demonic. (, Since this is, however, the predominant but not the sole code

-' Certainly. literary code - as any other. by its definition - can be also decoded
(theoretical foundations of literary text could not be established in any other way),
but the text is thus undermined and is being deconstructed into metatext. Decod
ing of real codes (the dominant one and an undetermined number of subordinate
ones) is taking place. however. mostly outside the text so that it has no influence
on its integrity. That influence is realized within the sphere of reception of both
the concrete text and the genre in general. which is an altogether different ques
tion.
-l In fact. one should speak of literary codes. but on this occasion it is not indis
pensable and could. furthermore, undermine the text and bring about confusion.
Each time when literary analysis is performed from the standpoint of language,
form, structure, sujet, plot etc., the term "standpoint'" can equally be replaced
with the word .code". Among all the literary codes. the most frequent one in oral
literature is genre coding. It is the most express and therefore the easiest to notice,
and - if one approaches it with sufficient attention - it gives the quickest and the
most efficient results.
5 See: Detelic, 1996 b. p. 409. Generic blank is in fact such a form of text in which
the material (due to the real code predomination) communicates with the recipi
ent without an intermediary.
6 MeJleTHHCKInl et al. (1969) define the relation between the myth and the fairytale
as a relation between the rnetatext and the text (p. 88), however at the structure
level.
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written into realias. I.e. into the material, the modeling effect of various
genres brings about interesting turnabouts. For instance, the wedding in ep
ics, under the influence of the respective predominant code, instantly be
comes a manly marriage of an epic hero with three generic varieties7 but
differently than in lyrics, never, not even in indications, does it become the
feminine marriage, as it appears from the standpoint of a bride. In the fairy
tale, however, that same wedding is encoded socially, or even more nar
rowly, as a family event - which means that it does not enter the sphere ofthe
predominant code at all, or that it is related to it only marginally.' Within the
framework of the same genre as well, different aspects and levels of encod
ing render a characteristic picture. In the fairytale again, food can serve as a
good example. When the stepmother sends her stepdaughter to the forest
giving her only a piece of bread in a bag, and in the same situation, later,
equips her own daughter with a roast, cheese, bread and wine - one of the
lower real codes written into this context is undoubtedly social. Since the
purpose of different food distribution in these fairy tales is not in itself, but
has a significant role in heroine's temptations and tests of her values accord
ing to the rules of the demonic world (baba-iaga. witch, ala, bear), thus the
last - and therefore the predominant - code that can be read here is in fact
demonic. as should have been expected, On the contrary, when in the fairy
tale "Careva kci i svinjarce ("Emperor's Daughter and the Swine-herd")

(This view had most and the greatest effect in the West: compare Susan Reid,
Myth as Metastructure of the Fairytale, Maranda ed, 1974, II. pp. 151 - 173.)
"Strong structural limitations" - which are missing from the myth, as an element
of "primordial folklore", and which are found in the fairytale - cannot be inter
preted differently than in close connection with the genre. so that the systematiza
tion of real codes suggested here is closely related to the text of the Russian au
thors. On the contrary. when somewhat later (p. 1(4) they differentiate in fairytales
the mythical (macrocosmic and microcosmic), tribal-familiar and linguistic
(COC.TIOBIIhI) code. it is the case of non-literary encoding which is in our systemati
zation defined as subordinate (or lower) in relation to the predominant real code.
One should particularly stress that in our system, all real codes - including the
predominant one - are necessarily subordinated to literary encoding. We consider
it logical that in the literary text the priority should be given to the procedures and
means which, above all. meet the needs of that text.
7 See: Detelic 1992 (pp. 221 - 254).
8 In the case of marriage (male/female) to a demonic being. Connection with the
dominant code can in that case be achieved mechanically as well, as a rule when
such marriage, in the function of the initial or secondary sujet, serves as a formal
link with the main story (e.g.: .Bas Celik" as opposed to ..Stojsa and Mladen").
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we read the following: "When he got out. the boy squatted in the dark, took

out of his bag bread and roasted chicken and a bottle of wine, and started

eating and drinking. In the darkness, it seemed to the Turk that the child was

doing the same job that makes an emperor dismount the horse, so he squatted

also and with great difficulty and effort did the same. Hearing at that mo

ment that the child was eating and chewing something, he thought the kid

was eating his feces, and the Turk started eating his own"? - and when we

know that all this is happening in the function ofcompetition for the emperor's

daughter's hand. it becomes clear that coprophagia in this context loses all

its indigenous codes and is subject only to one, literary coding.

Two different dominant codes are at the same time, therefore, both a

necessity and an advantage, not only of the fairy tale. but also of every other

oral genre. Owing to this, each individual text - as well as the genre as a

whole - is on one hand directly connected to literature as a subsystem of a

respective culture, and on the other, also without intermediaries, to the very

tradition upon which that culture is founded. While the first system of rela

tions has priority in literary-theoretical research, the latter is, above all, sig

nificant for folklorists: precisely due to it, literary texts are rated among

equally valuable evidence within the complex process of reconstruction of a

culture tradition. Nonetheless, the best results on both sides are achieved

onlv in their combination.

In order to make such a combination possible, the means it will be

achieved by must fulfill at least two conditions: their form must be literary,

and their application simple. According to general poetical standards for

oral literary genres. cliche and formula satisfy such conditions the best. Highly

stylized, conservative. and resistant to the influence of cumulative changes

within genre, adaptable in form, and therefore easily movable from poetry to

prose and from genre to genre - cliche (as a special pattern oftext organiza

tion), and formula (as a special type of cliche), counterbalance the structure

complexity and the stratified encoding everywhere.':' - and especially in the

fairy tale. And not only that: cliche and formula, as sense-generating forms,

are exactly that kind of text which keep the greatest number (and the oldest)

of code recordings per se, and are therefore a logical live connection be

tween literature and the sources from which it draws its material.

9 Vuk p. 239.
10 Sec: Detelic 1996 a (especially Chapter: "For the Rehabilitation of Cliche" pp,
10-12).
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Thence the goal of this paper, and that is to test the functionality of

cliches and formulas - as separate gravity centers in a future poetics of the

fairytale - on the analysis of particular and general codes of human bones

andflesh as a special kind of food in this genre of oral literature. II

*
A brief systematization of material on the basis of which this paper

has been written is contained in Annexes 1 and 2. Therefrom one can clearly

see that human flesh is eaten (or intended to be eaten) above all, by demonic

beings: the fantastic bird from the underworld, devils, dragon, ala'? and

alas sons, giant and one-eyed divljant? the master of Zlatni Rasudenac ,14

three Sudenice'? in the forest. For the establishment of such relationship

between the world of demons and the world ofhumans no effort is needed: its

logical pattem is written into the foundations oftradition culture and is there

from taken finished, regardless of the function it should serve and the envi

ronment in which it will be situated. That is why coding is simple, and the

harmony of dominant codes is complete. Such balance, however, cannot be

II The material for this analysis is contained in the following collections: BYK
Cretp. Kapaunh, Cpiictce uap oone iipuiioejeiiuce, Caopana ,D,eJIa ByxaKapauaha, Klb.3,
Ilpocaera, Beorpan 1988: Becennn Hajxanonab, Cpiict:e napooue iipuiioeeiiuce, CE3
XLI, Cprrcxe Hap0,D,HC Y?\lOTBOpHlle KIf>. 1, Beorpan 1927: AH.Acj)aHaC'beB, Hapoon ble

pyccKue CKa3KU ampex mO.Hax. Hayxa, MOCKBa 1985. We have opted for these col
lections, among other reasons, because they are all equipped with the scientific
apparatus, so that they offer a good perception of variants - their number and
distribution. Exceptions are only the tales "Srecni sat" (1894) and "Grbo i kralj
djavolski" (1899), taken from periodical Bosanska vila, since the three collec
tions contain no such sujets, and they were necessary for the creation of our cor
pus.
12 Serbian ala (noun, f.) is an anthropomorphic demon with ability of transform
ing into animals (usually birds). It also can change heads, i.e. it can put e.g. horse
head on its "human" body. Although inclined to devour people, ala could also
protect them and their harvest from another demon of the same kind. Due to this
and to its dangerousness, in fairy tales it is often approached by people who wish
to have it as a godmother.
13 Serbian divljan (noun. m.) literally means: wild man. It is usually one-eyed and
paralleled with classic Cyclops.
14 Zlatni Rasudenac (untranslatable: name of a fairy land or kingdom). It is a
place of demonic world where a hero comes in seek of stolen or lost treasure
(either a princess or a precious goods). Its ruler is itself a demonic figure.
15 Serbian Su den ice (noun, f.) are comparable to the classic Parcae. They are three
in number and they dispose of a persons destiny.
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achieved in all segments ofthe text, so that there is nothing strange in the fact

that this specific relationship is realized in the central segment of the fairy
tale, 'where hero's destiny is also resolved - either through difficult tests (gi

ant, dragon, ala, the master of Zlatni Rasudenacv, through the test ofhero's
capability of obtaining a miraculous helper (the bird, devils, ala's sons), or
through his direct collision with the enemy (dragon, devil, divljan, Sudenicev.
On the other hand, this segment (together with the beginning and the ending),
is liable to change the least in the structure of the fairytale, so that whether

human flesh is devoured in it, or blood of a killed horse drunk, a poor-man's

loaf of bread shared, or life of an insignificant animal spared - becomes
irrelevant if this fits into the system of cliches obligatory for this part of the

tale. In other words, the narrative manner is of far greater importance here
than the choice among radio.

When flesh belonging to one's own species should be eaten, things

change essentially and unexpectedly: people do it on their own will and need,
or even with indulgence and lust, while demons do it only if tricked into it.

Nonetheless, in order to gain access to this kind of food, the man must first

undergo certain changes, namely he must bear some kind of stigma. In our
examples, the unslaughtered ninth hajduk (ruscal, Annex 1- 4.2) offers him

self a comparison with a demonic animal.l'' and a much older paradigm of

evil step-mother, witch, and a demonic stranger, is inscribed into the unnatu-

16 Camp. Elijade, p.136: LI3jK3HoBHh 1994, V, p.73. This character is problematic
and, in some characteristics, probably an insufficiently successful consequence of
contamination of at least two different literary genres: the fairy tale and the epic
poem (camp. .Jovan and the Giants' Chief"). On one hand, his old age, as well as
the length and whiteness of his beard, indicate a typical fairy tale hero, a demonic,
the master ofthe underworld. On the other, the fairy with whom the hajduk enters
into an expressly epic conflict, the council he receives from her, and the offerings
demanded by Sentin's sister feigning to be sick - all are typical for the epics. In the
poem, however, Jovau's adversary is a giant who lives in a cave, and in the fairy
tale the hajduk lives in a lord's castle. (What is the same for both cases is the
initial situation in which Jovan and his mother - and Sentin with his - live in a
cavern on a mountain.) Being aware that this epic sujet originates from the prose,
it seems that the fairy tale "Sentin" from Cajkanovic 's collection is an insuffi
ciently good variant, which one should simply keep in mind. The lack of skill of
its creator is reflected in the unexplained and totally uncalled for appearance not
only of Sentins sister, but of a friendly lioness which. except from being men
tioned, plays no role in the entire plot. Due to all this, the mentioned sujet will not
be discussed further, until the analysis of the bones procedure. Till then, when
discussing cannibalism, only example 4.1 will be taken into account.
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ral image ofparents inclined to eating their own offspring (Annex 1 - 4.1).17
The effect of literary coding in this direction can be also somewhat finer, as
'we shall see if we recall the tenus defining human flesh as food: for humans
it is "the sweet human flesh", and for the giant it is "tame". 18 The inscribed
real codes are, however, too strong, so that the mentioned literary procedure
stops at this very place, since its purpose is not to make people act as demons
or to, further in the fairytale, appear instead ofthem. In other words, the sign
of equality is not placed between people and demons since the confusion,
likely to come about, could easily get out of control. 19 On the contrary, with
special care, two interventions are being done in the sujet structure of this

17 See: c.g. Antonijevic 1991, pp. 161 - 171. The sujets of this type are maintained
on the international motif that has several variants: AT: A720 (step-mother is
cooking her step-son and offering him as lunch to his own father); AT: B 780 A
(the cannibal brothers are eating their own sister); AT: A 315 A (the cannibal
sister intends to eat her brother; this type of sujet bears some elements contained
in Afanassiev, No. 106 - 112 - the hero flees to a tree, the sister bites the tree, the
hero runs to another tree, the faithful dog saves him, etc.).
18 Adjective "tame" (from the opposition savage-tame) belongs here to a broad
scope of one ofthe main oppositions within the system of tradition culture: forest
home (the opposite modus signifies the view from the demonic world). "Tame flesh"
can in the same context stand in contrast to venison as "savage meat". In that case,
between the domestic stock and the man - since their common gravitation center is
home - there is no difference. For the demon living in a forest cave this isosemia is
natural. As a term denominating quality - beside the used .fat" - it can be changed
equally into: "sweet .....delightful", .rasty. or whatever. However, when "swee1"
appears as a term denominating the taste of human flesh, the balance existing
between the elements ofthe opposition is disturbed and the man acquires demonic
characteristics. The inscribed real codes can be, certainly. interpreted further and
deeper, as for instance did Tihomir RDordevic in the quoted example 4.1 from
Annex 1.
19 The exception are the Jews from Vuk's fairy tale .Opet maceha i pastorka" (pp.
132 - 135), but only at first glance. Civut). .The Jews", are here in fact not per
ceived as humans. but as non-humans or ..human-eaters". in accordance with the
ugly superstition which (almost all throughout Europe) was connected with the
Jews and the Gypsies, In any case, their appearance in this context - as well as in
a poem that will be mentioned further on - is very recent. The other case which
could be interpreted as true cannibalism - but is still not presented as such, is
eating of the mother transformed into a cow (the fairy tales of Cinderella type).
The grounds for such an interpretation is above all found in the fact that Cinderella
is prohibited from tasting any of that flesh. However. the text took trouble in
covering the true meaning of the prohibition by the form in which the meat (flesh)
is eaten (it is no longer "the meat of the mother" or ..human meat", but it is
..beef'). In this wav, the effect of the inscribed paradigm of evil step-mother - the
demonic stranger, is also alleviated. Nonetheless, the codes are there, only shifted
away very successfully and very far toward the periphery.
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type: first the cannibalistic action (man-eats-man type) and preparations for
its fulfillment are moved toward the beginning, into the very initial event, if
needed. Only then, true demons ofspecial kind are introduced into the devel
opment segment of the sujet (psoglavi, CivUfl)?l and an unintentional can
nibalistic activity (inversion type: demon-eats-demon) takes place. The evi
dent change in the choice of demons that will bring the initiated action to the
end, is supported by the fairy tales in which the initial event (parents prepar
ing to eat their children) is missing, since this usually involves functionally
replaceable, as a rule antropomorphous beings (baha-yaga, the witch and
their daughters, the devil king and queen: Annex 1 - 3.1-10). Whether the
flesh is really eaten or not has no influence on the sujet structure: in both
cases, the demon becomes enraged because of the deception and begins the
revenge, and after the first mentioning, the parent-cannibal is no longer spo
ken of.

In other words, in the "conflict of authority" in the course of realiza
tion of the text structure of any oral literature form, strong real codes are
being pushed as far back to the margin as possible, with an explicit intention
to find themselves at a non-pointed place or as close to it as possible; but,
due to this - for example in the fairy tale - there is danger that the central part
of the sujet may remain empty. Then - as always in similar cases and in
different genres - the reduplication of the main motif takes place.?' it is
repeated, but this time in the predominant literary code and at a pointed
place. This simple and efficient solution, which always gives expected re
sults, would be practically impossible without an elaborate application of
cliches. Thus, from the standpoint ofpoetics, cliche appears also as a means
'which serves to defend the text from realia.

However, not every oral genre is equally sensitive to cannibalistic
motifs. There, where the predominant real code is not demonological, and
where, therefore, there is no danger of confusion if the border between the
demons and the people is erased, roasting and eating of children can be the
central or, even the single, element of the sujet. In epics, for instance, among
the poems about the hero weddings, examples can be found with such an
episode at a pointed place:

20 On appearance, origin, and characteristics of psoglavi (demons with human
body and dog's head) see: '-IajKaHoBIIh, pp. 508, 509 (notes accompanying tales
No. 27 and 28).
21 More about same see: Detelic 1996 b, pp. 408, 409.
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Kao je jyfiipo o .30PUllU 6uJlo,
A'l' eBO iiiu C)O oea IIuiauuun.
OH/t noce zBoaoeHe pascu.eee,
Iloiybuuce oea Boiunoeuha,
De ciiaeaxy IWHO U aCl/{/WHU,

Ila« UM pyce oocjetcoiue z/U16e,
O/{UOOUleuoie (Jo tcon.ena,

J16ujeJle pyKe 00 paueua.
Hatiuuie lIX na ieoeoene pascn.e,
Ilpuiietcouie eaiiipu iinauenuiiio],

iuehepou ey .Heeo iiocuiianu
Ila ux He au C(-;a/UU yiioeuanu.
Kai)ey ~elia eel:iieuenu. 6uJlu,
Ilonecouie .He~y ceaiiioeuua;
Ilau« Byxa Kp ameeuky Maptcy,
Muiui oaiue Otiunuh. MUJlOlUY.
Kaoa euhe Kpan.eeuhy Mapico,
011 cac'[e-u: .\leby ceaiiioeuua,
lluiesu ZG C60j OpyJlCUHU peoou,
Here {(vlue ceaiiiu aa.rIOJICUilU21

Whatever was inscribed into these lines as the real code, it was suc
cessfully pushed not to the periphery - but outside the text itself. What was
left is only what the dominant, ideological nonu can take: a triple national
confessional conflict (the Serbs against the Latins and the Turks), a noble
Latin girl who wants a heroic Serb for her husband and not a Turk, the
horrible crime of the deceitful king of Ledan (who preferred the Turk for his
son-in-law), and the terrible revenge when the crime is discovered. In this
context, there are in fact no inner contradictions: the dreadful procedure with
children is also defined, as everything else, within the framework of the op
position one :s' own-someone else :s', where what is essential is not whether
the participant is a demonized human being or humanized demon, but on

whose side did the sin take place. From that angle, the quoted lines had to be
placed into the center of action, because the contlict would have otherwise

22 The same motif can be found in the poem "The Wedding of Milic Andjelic"
(ByK Crerp. KapaI,IIIh. L.JJ1lCKe napoone iijecue, from the unpublished manuscripts
of V St. K., Serbian Academy of Sciences and Arts, Belgrade, 1974, Vol.Three.
No. 67). In the quoted example the episode is really physically in the center ofthe
poem which contains 262 lines, while in the Academy edition III, 67, it is shifted
towards the end, since that poem has a sujct combined of two equitable parts
(seduction of a girl under false pretenses; marriage of the seduced girl against the
will of her father). In this case (Academy) there is also another motive for the
roasting of brother-in-law (Ban Zadranin is thus revenging the shame inflicted
upon him), while in the former (Vuk), the reason for hatred is not explicitly given.
Beside these, there is a number of poems on hajduks forcing the parents to roast
and eat their own children (see: Branislav Krstic, Indeks motiva narodnih pesama
balkanskih Slovena . Serbian Academy of Sciences and Arts. 1984: P,V 216. Gresni
hajdltk). Poems with the same motif have been recorded in Bulgaria as well (see:
SbNU XXXv, No. 198 and the entire publication). In examples recorded among
the Serbs in Romania, hajduks are replaced by Turks (1:3e3)JJIHcKH BeCHIIK, 3-4 /7 -8/
, Arad, 1996: recording made by Sava M. Hie. varjas 1953; recording made by
Stevan Rajic, Ivanda 1996). This motif exists in the international fairy tale sujet
as well (AT: 955 B*).
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remained latent, relations unclear, and the grand names in the wedding party

(Kraljevic Marko, Relja Bosnjanin, Milos Obilic) inactive and unused. Even
tually, the epic structure of the event would have remained forsaken (as in
the case of the poem "Zenidba Grbljicica Zana" for examplej-" which is,

from the position of poetics, a crime greater even than cannibalism.
Finally, the lyrical poem - if it needs to - can skip even this minimal

contextual condition and realize its entire structure through formula as a

framework for murder and eating of a child. As an example we quote here a

Bulgarian poem "EnpeIUI p,eu:a KOJIII IIa cnartia" (The Jew Slanghters Chil
dren on the Wedding Dey):

Cn - u-tuue, .HII.rw iiunenue,
Jaw' uu aapalla flll sa iiouiu,
da ilia ap iaiiie uu Kb.i/IJiUIi,

iiocneo apiaiiie eupsa-u:
na Ilp auui:o iione «ocaue?
- Oii uasi 011.111L1a .~WJl"

"IWJlfCO Cli Cb.H iiociito JI,.i/,

unoio cu Cb.lt JlCy.1l6I1Ui iioineoan:
iiepeiie ceaiiuia Upa8J1,Xa

na Caol106UJllifCO 6bpUlUJlO,

iiui ca satcnanu, satcnanu

do oeeeiic» fCpa611 Jl,JlOBU,

oeceiiui «paea .'ItJlaoouma.

Ta UllbfC.Hll iostia, uu ciiiuina
oop CIl,WKJlw:a. saicnaxa

1IedHII'lb'K CIlHa y uai.xa;

iiioia xuu loa6a ciuuiuana!
Kb(JeMy«upeu iiienaxa -

in.p een iiipenoatpur: iionuxna;

Kbde My yO'f1l usiiietcoxa -

oea «naoenua MU 1l36p stxa;
Kboe .\ty «oca iioxaiia-
«eciiia MIL iopa UOHUKHa! 24

One could almost claim with certainty that, outside the lyrics, such a

text could not exist. Its exceptional density was achieved by the extension of

the introductory formula to the point in which it starts "sw'allowing" the

poem, giving it at the same time the framework, thus fitting the given struc

ture into a single segment which must fulfill three functions: a sense-generat

ing one, a form-generating one and a pragmatic one." When brought into
such a position, the formula in fact always imposes upon the text its struc

ture, to which the first two functions are inunanent. Such overlapping, which
can also be found in other oral genres, undoubtedly points to the archaic

23 Vuk VII, 20.
24 Harvest song (SbNU, 1963, L, p.140: Dramsko).
25 It is a harvest song and is sung during harvest and during corn-husking (sic!)
The dialogue form of the formula indicates, on its part, a ritual. See about this:
HJ1.TOJlCTOb 1984. However, it is equally plausible to interpret this form in the
magic key, especiallyifthe quotedtext is compared to the siminar songs e.g. Sbornik,
XXXIX, 51: Rodopi, 1927. On the mythical context of dialogue among the heav
enly bodies see: Krnjevic, 1989, p. 214.
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character of real code recordings," but only in lyrics - through the ritual 

does this acquire an additional. extra-literal. sacral purpose. Decoding inevi

tably leads to the myth, while the fact that there are no conditions for its

correct procedure remains irrelevant. 27

It is, however, important to note that formula, as a poetic means the effect of

which is more intricate and profound, successfully "does" what cliche is in

principle unable to do: under its effect the realia are transformed so that they

can survive in the literary text without disturbing its structure. This is pre

cisely the reason why at the same place, in only a few lines without any

contradictions, we find epically coded fainj oS' lodge, bojling brooks, and bloody

rose, and the forest which - in harmony with the fairytales of "Cinderella"

type - grows out ofvictim s hair, and in another similar example grows out

of buried bones?' Such an intergeneric recognition, with such high toler

ance, is in oral literary forms as a rule mediated by the formula. This excep

tional feature, however, does not make the formula a "transparent" poetic

means. Precisely because it keeps successfully the profound and old layers

ofdifferent origin (literary and non-literary), the formula frequently becomes

26 On this see: Detelic, 1996 a, pp. 62-70.
27 Marazov (1981) in his work suggests a myth of Atamant. That myth, however,
is much more successful as a solution for the paradigm of evil step-mother (Ina
toward Nefela's children), than for the subject treated by the author, and which
can be brought into connection with Tantalus for more reasons than one. How
uncertain can the myth connection be, is best seen in another genre - the legend,
aetiological in particular. which clearly points to a myth basis, but remains com
pletely dark nonetheless. For example: "A woman went to the mountain, and
ordered her daughter and son to make her lunch, before her return. The sister
then tells the brother to sit in her lap, so as to pick his lice. She did not want to
pick his lice, but she cut his throat instead. and made the lunch for her mother.
When the mother was back, her daughter started serving her lunch; taking out the
food from the pot, she somehow caught the little boy's hand. Seeing this, the
mother started crying and at that moment turned into a cuckoo bird" IGrgo Petkovic,
Narodne gatke (Budak u Dalmaciji), ZNZOJS, 1907, XII, 1: .Kako je postala
kukavica?", p.152/. Compare the Medea cult in Kolchida.
28 SbNu, XXXVI. p. 29, No. 70 (Nevropsko, 1893: harvest song). In Bulgarian
folklore this motif can be found outside the wedding context as well, related - for
example - to the sacrifice of Abraham (SbNO. 1936, XLII; 1953, 79) or to
St.Georges Day (a child is slaughtered instead oflamb that father cannot afford;
a miracle occurs: the child is resurrected, and the lamb is in the pot). Compare:
Marazov 1981, p.177. In the already mentioned poems on the sinful hajduk, this
connection with the St. George's Day can also be found Manojlovic, 1953).
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ambivalent: functional but unclear (if accent is placed on literary coding), 29

and vice versa - clear and unfunctional (if stress is laid on some ofmarginal
real codes)." In both cases, of course, the non-accentuated sphere of effect
of the formula is the one demanding particular attention. One of the ex
amples for the situation of the first type is found in the fairy tales as well.

*
We shall note, in accordance with the already mentioned, that the sujet

about the deceived demon that in ignorance eats (or avoids eating) the flesh
of its own species, evolves in the Russian fairy tales differently than in the

Serbian examples. It must also be noted that all sujets in Afanassiev (106

112) have a common moment: before the deception is discovered, baba

yaga/witch (sometimes together with the guests) exits from the house into

the yard, throws herself on the ground (earth, grass), rolls on it and utters a
certain text. In the apparatus accompanying Afanassiev's collection, it is
said about the text that it is: "a frequent traditional formula in similar east

em-Slavonic fairy tales"."
However, it is necessary to pay attention to the fact that the formula in

question is neither single nor unique: its seven appearances can be placed

under two types. The first consists ofthe texts speaking about the rolling and

the eaten flesh, and the quoted comment concerns them: "IloKaTIOcJI,
IIOBaJIIOCJI, I1BaIIIKIIHa MJlCu;a HaeBIIIIIch!" (Afanassiev, No. 108-110, 112).

The actor is a witch. Formulas of the second type are not considered differ
ent, although the actor is baba-yaga and although they bring the bones to the
forefront: .Tloxararsca 6hIJIO, IIOBaJIJlThCJI 6hIJIO na )l(IIXaphKOBhIX KOCTO

l.IKax!"(Afanassiev, No.106, 107, Ill). In addition to this, if we compare

Afanassiev's examples 106-112 as they are given in Annex 2, we shall notice
that all secondary elements in the sujet (which is considered common) as

well are in fact very different indeed: heroes are of different origin, the man
ner in which witch/baba-yaga abducts them is not always the same, the place
where they live and from which they are being abducted differs from text to

29 E.g. epic formula of "hero in the fog" (Detelic, 1996 a and b). Both in iconic
and non-iconic aspects, this formula is always in the service of sujet and cannot be
replaced by another, similar one.
30 E.g. the emptied formula "KJIlPle Bl-lJ13 C AB3J1e IIJI3HllHe" ("a fairy is crying out
from the Avala mountain") in the poems of so-called "the most recent times"
(Detelic, 1992, s.v.Gora). Fairy is here easily replaceable with any other epic
informer.
31 Vol. I, p.464.
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text, the deliverance from the chthonic empire is once like this. and next time
it is different. The only thing ofthe secondary apparatus that does not change
at all is the mentioned dialogue formula. The fact that it appears in two types
does not have to prevent us from interpreting such a state of the recordings
as a fixed image ofthe process oftransformation ofone source model which,
already at the moment of recording, had already been in use for a very long
time.

First of all, different from throwing oneself on the ground and grass,
which within the context of devouring hero's flesh remains unmotivated, 32

rolling over the bones makes sense both at the realistic level of sujet motiva
tion, and at the level of depth coding of realia . It is not at all by accident that

it is precisely baba-yaga "KOCTJlUaJl nora" that is brought into the contact
with bones: in that context, she is very close to ala from Serbian fairy tales,

and not only as the border guard and an original chthonic being, but also as
a demon whose natural surroundings consist oftom human flesh and blood. 33

The most important thing, however, is that - even there where flesh is not
tasted by anyone and where there is no rolling at all (No. 106) - the bones

formula is uttered anyway, and the dialogue is carried out, thus justifying the
presupposition that it is precisely this formula which is considerably older

than the others, and that it was inherited such as it is. Finally, in example
No. 107, it is no longer the case only of the formula, but also of the special
kind of action that accompanies it:"/6a6a JI[a/ HOeJIa see, co6paJIasee KoeTH,

pa3JIO)KIIJIa I1X na 3eMJIe PJl)J,OM H Ha"'-I3JI3 no HIIM KaTaThCJI ... BOT JI[a,

KaTalO"'-IJICh, rrparosapaaaer: TIlO 6e3H3 MOJI JJ;01{h! BhIPiJJ;I1 KO MHe HnOKaTaMCJI
co MHOlO na <PIIJIlOIIIKIIHhIX KOCT01IKCLX! "34 The special trouble that baba-yaga

takes to gather all the bones (after, having believed that she is eating the hero,
she has eaten her daughter), the order in which she lays them on the ground,

what she is doing with them, and the dialogue form in which the formula is
realized (Annex 2, 3.1), speak about a systematic behaviour which - in accor
dance with the ritual - is hampered by additional meaning, the sense ofwhich

cannot be deduced from the text itself, but is yet to be discovered.

32 Comp.: "Grbo i kraljdjlavolski", Regardless of the age and sacral character of
the material, the fairy tale - as was noted long time ago - takes much care about
the realistic possibility of motivation and details. On this see: Skreb, 1969.
33 Comp.: "Kuma ala", CajkanoviC, No.ll5; Afanassiev, No. 102-103.
34 Ibid., p. 137. On this type of fairy tales see: Ilponn, 1984, pp.ll8-120. It is a
pity indeed that in this case Propp stopped on Buslayev's criticism and did not
offer his proposal for text analysis. He did not do so in Istori ceski korni... either
(pp.52-lll) where there was room for this sujet as well.
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It is self-understandable that what is sought cannot be the same as
what one has started from in his search: rolling over the bones has not only
been unnoticed anywhere, or affirmed as a possible ritualistic behaviour, but
one should not even expect to find such an affirmation. The formula is un
clear precisely due to the fact that there are no longer realia with which it
could be directly connected. On the other hand, it is clear that its final (liter
ary) form was shaped out from two different sources, one ofwhich undoubt
edly being the ritual (rolling), while the other is probably mystic (bones).
They can be investigated in this order as well.

*
There is abundant and important literature on ritual rolling." for the

entire Slavic region. In general, the folk calendar lists six occasions for its
performance: Christmas Eve (Serbs);" Maslenica (Russians);" St.George's

Day (Serbs, Bulgarians, Russians, Polcs l." the first thunder (Serbs,

Macedonians, Bulgarians, Russians, Slovenes};" Mayday (Serbs, Rus-

35 Ma-raj, 1892; TepHoBcKaJI, 1974; 1979; lllarronanona,1974; Bnaorpanona, 1978; H.I1.
and C.M.ToJICTOJ1:, 1982; H.I1.TOJICTOJ1:, 1984; 1986; Hajxanonab, 1985; BpaTIIh, 1985;
Ilpuna, 1986; CIIKIIMIIh, 1996; AraIIKIIHa, 1996.
36 HJ1.ToJICTOJ1:, 1984, p.15; LIajKaHoBIIh, 1994, I, pp.128-132; CIIKIIMM, 1996,
p.246. On Christmas Eve a non-fat dinner is eaten from a rug on the floor (ground).
After the dinner the rug is gathered together with utensils and the leftovers, and
two men take it like this and roll it over the room. Someone from the household
asks: "What are you doing?" and the participants respond: "I am rolling this year's
crop and well-being!" So gathered, the rug remains on the floor overnight, and in
the morning the women return the utensils to the table, while the crumbs from the
rug are scattered over someone else's field for the birds. Explanation is also given:
so that the birds would not peck corn from the field of the house-master.
37 COKOJIOBa, 1978,p. 58. At that time of the year, the ground is still covered with
snow, so that instead of rolling, there is sleighing. On the last day of the Carnival
(Shrove Tuesday), when maslenica is lit, the sleigh used earlier for sleighing is
being broken on the ice. Young people are sleighing, as a rule, but for newly

weds it is an obligation.
38 lIIallOBaJIOBa, 1974, p.128, 129; Bunorpanosa, 1978,p.17; H.I1.TOJICTOJ1:, 1982, p.
52; LJ:ajKaHoBHh, 1985, p. 124,202; TIpIIu;a, 1986, p.135. On St.George's Day a
series of different rituals are carried out, and rolling as well appears in various
contexts: 1) in dew, in someone else's rye, on field boundaries - for good health; 2)
in dew. in barley (je Cam) (girls, so that young men would groan for them) - for the
purposes of magic; 3) in field, over wheat - for a better crop.
39 TepHOBCKaJI, 1979, p. 120; H.11.ToJ1CTOJl, 1982, pp5l-52: Hajxanonnh,1985,p.279.
In all mentioned cases, the harvesters are rolling (on the ground, in rye) so as to
avoid backache. The Serbs in addition to this adorn themselves with nettle. With
Bulgarians and Macedonians, a small male child is rolling on the ground so that
the crop is not destroyed by hail. The Slovenes roll on the ground so that the white
mushroom harvest is abundant.
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sians),40 and the end of harvest (Russians). 41 Reasons are mostly the same

and can be reduced to securing health and fertility. What is especially sig
nificant for us, however, are the first and the last mentioned rituals, because
- although not noted as a pair - in the Slavic world they stand one at the

beginning (Christmas Eve), and another at the end of the cycle of vegetation

(harvest). Particularly discreet topography ofthese recordings does not have
to be the reflection of a real situation, as the shortcomings or insufficiencies

of the material presented here are not the basis for a polemic on this subject,

but on the author that is dealing with it. Therefore, conditionally, these 1\\'0

rituals belong to the same logical model. This is the premise from which our

analysis shall proceed.
Although in literature we have found no descriptions similar to the

Christmas Eve rolling of food in other Slavic peoples, nonetheless, in prin

ciple, the elements of the habitual-ritualistic complex contained in this holi
day are so archaic, that they indicate the pan-Slavic character and a com

mon, pre-Slavic origin." On the other hand, the ritual rolling on a just reaped

field is indeed not reaffirmed in the Serbian harvest rituals, but many details

related to "God's beard" are strikingly similar to or same as the actions

described in the Russian sources, especially the rounding up (standing in

circle, walking in circle, or placing objects in circle) and the ritualistic si

lence" Although practice into which all this rituals fit is not unique, they

40 Maxaj, 1892, p. 122: H.11.TOJICTOJ1:, 1986, p.15. With Serbs, frail and childless
women roll on a moist field at the dawn of Mayday, so as to ensure good health
and fertility. In Polesye, at the end of Whitsun holidays, on Saturday, the unmar
ried girls ride on "may" (TPonIJ;KaJI 3eJIeHb), as not to become spinsters.
41 TepHoBcKaJI, 1979, p. 120; Bparnh, 1985, p.ll3. There should be more ex
amples in the literature of all the peoples of the group, but they are not to be found
in the literature that we have used. In the Russian examples, the rolling is accom
panied by the uttered formula: "Field, field, give me back my strength!" The au
thor considers this formula to be the basic one, and all the others (more complex
ones) to be derived. In the Serbian regions, the rolling takes place after hoeing up
of the corn (without formula).
42 Hajxaaoaah, 1994, I, pp.240-261.
43 "In some regions there was a custom for the harvesters to walk around the
'beard' three times from left to right - 'as one sows'. In the villages in Leskovac
region, before plucking wheat the harvesters sit around the unplucked 'beard',
surround it with their sickles, then pull out the blades and braid the 'beard'. In the
vicinity of Pee, the unreaped 'beard' is tied with red thread, and the reapers then
form a kola and dance around it three times. /.../ the one carrying 'God's beard'
must not speak 'because of the mice'." (Srpski mitolo ski recnik, s.v.)
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are the initial and the final acts in a ritualistic communication with earth
aimed at providing good crop and survival. Therefore, it can virtually be
brought into a relationship, which still makes sense even when checkedthrough
an entire series of binary oppositions (on Christmas Eve something is asked

from and given to the earth, at the end ofharvest, one gets and takes from it;
giving takes place in winter and in enclosed space, and taking happens in
summer and in open space; giving is performed by males, taking by women,
etc.).

In addition, if we accept the interpretation stating that everything that
happens on Christmas Eve and on Christmas itself is meant for the souls of
ancestors, especially everything connected with food and the manner of its
consumption (directly from the ground};" then the other direct contact with
the earth (rolling), is not only chthonic (which by definition it is), but also
communication with the dead. If this thesis is true, somewhere at an impor
tant moment in the winter ritual, activity performed only by women should
exist. It is, of course, already there - since women are those who throw
crumbs from the Christmas Eve dinner onto the fields on Christmas mom
ing, intending them for birds as food ..:!5 Since this is in fact the first ritual
offering to earth in the starting year, one could say that both at the beginning
and at the end of the vegetation cycle, the ritualistic contact with the dead is
realized by the woman, i.e., that in this circle of actions, she both gives and
takes. Therefore, when offering sacrifice to birds/souls, and when, with the
last sheaf in hands, she rolls on the freshly reaped field, or even on 'God's
beard', such woman - as Temovska noticed - is performing the function of
the pagan priestess around whom a magic circle is completed, and whose
actions are followed in silence." On the other side of the barrier separating
the world ofhumans from the demonic world, the activity ofthe same kind is
performed by rusalke, who on Whitsun, with ritualistic shrieks and laughter,
roll in thick, high or dewy grass in the woods Y So that in this class of
procedures yet another - this time real - series ofbinary oppositions (silence
noise, woman-demon, field-forest, wheat-grass) is completed, also making
sense both within the context and outside it.

44 Hajxanonah, 1994, 1. pp.240-26l.
45 Crumbs and bones are, according to Cajkanovic again, a typical sacrifice offer
ing to the dead/ancestors (V.pp.31-32). Christmas offering does not include bones,
because Christmas Eve dinner is a non-fat meal.
46 Op.cit. , p.120. All details have been taken therefrom.
47 3eJleHlIH, 1995, p.163, 174, 192.
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For us, however. of special importance is above all the dialogue form
of the described rituals, and, together with it, the choice of formulas through
which this form is being realized. On Christmas Eve, the question ("What
are you doing?") and the reply (,,1 am rolling this year's crop and well be
ing") are not only one of secondary clements in actions from the realm of
imitative magic (the way this food is rolling, thus the wheat sheaves are to
roll in the field), but it is quite the opposite: they are the obligatory formula
by which the donor of food is indirectly pushed into a relationship defined in
advance, and is thus, in fact faced with a fait accompli. The strength of the
ritual word is executory (what is said is done), but is projected into the
future. At the end of the harvest the projection changes: the formula "Filed,
field' Give me back my strength" indicates the finalization of the cycle and
the retum to the state of rest until the next obligation, but per se , it is not
executory and does not have the strength of action. That is why in this ritual
the stress is shifted to magic procedures (going in rounds, making circles,
rolling, keeping silent), and not as in the former case - to the magic ofwords.
Also, for the same reason, the dialogue is incomplete, and even the formula
is not always the same, and, what is particularly important, it is not alto
gether obligatory: the structure and the function of ritualistic behaviour are
not disturbed even if the formula is completely missing. Thus its use in this
context can be considered redundant, which, on the other hand, indicates the
contamination of this ritual with activities and purposes more sensibly fit
ting for other instances mentioned earlier (for health, love, etc.).

Applied to the fairy tale, the complementarity of such different ritual
practice can serve as a framework for understanding baba-yaga's behaviour.
The dialogue which accompanies this behaviour has truly the significance of
a magic text: the obliging strength of words is in fact the one which brings
about the intensification of the hero's conflict with demon (if the hero had
kept silent, there would have been no conflict at all). In addition, the sujet
could have been sufficiently well realized without that tum (which in fact
happens not only in Serbian fairy tales of the same type, but in the intema
tional sujet of "Hansel and Grettel"), which means that the need for it is not
primarily literary motivated. As a confirmation there are those fairy tales in
Afanassiev in which the witch/baba-yaga has three daughters, so that the
situation is repeated ad absurdum, until demon itself is destroyed (No.1 06),
or until the hero manages to run away (No, Ill). Dialogue, therefore, has
significant influence both on the structure and the function ofthe plot which
the fairy tale takes by way of its intervention. The meaning of the action is
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probably closest to magic procedures at the end of the harvest, when - in
order to preserve the creative power of seed, animals, and people" during
the period of inactive vegetation - it is necessary to seize and conserve the
vital force whose source was in the earth. Taking, plundering, and the profit
are certainly a convincing enough motivation for the establishing ofrelations
between the demon and the hero in the fair ytale. It is yet to be seen how
bones fit into that context.

*
From whatever angle one looks at them, whatever one does with them,

and wherever they may be - bones always, on all occasions and in every type
of context, show the same conunon characteristic: they contain great power
that can be used for the purpose ofmagic. The goal of such use is defined in
two ways: when they serve as a means for the conquering of powers or
features of someone or something outside themselves, the bones are an inter
mediary' between this and the other world, an agent freeing the chthonic forces,
channeling them and securing their controlled effect; when, however, the
activities with bones are aimed at the bones themselves, the used means
have different origin, and the expected goal is to activate the vital force
which they carry in themselves, namely - the resurrection. In the fairy tales 
and, of course, in folklore at large - it is possible to find both examples.

In healing, for instance, if it is supposed to be carried out with the
assistance of bones, it is always their mystical force whose effect is counted
upon - either in the case of saint's bones," dead person's bones that drifted
in with flood or were stolen from an unknown grave," bones of a still-born
child.P' or bones of an animal sacrificed at Christmas, Carnival, or
St.George's Day. 52 Great in itself, that power - by the nature of things - is
signally indifferent, so that it can be used with equal efficiency for less noble

48 Wreaths of wheat from the last sheaf are hung over the stable door and above
the barn, and the "God's beard" is kept under the eaves on the house; there they
remain during the whole year (until the new harvest). Seedsfrom "God's beard"
were added, due to their powers, to the sowing seed for the next year, but it also
had several other uses. "God's beard" decorated the pole on the threshing floor, it
was added to the straw used on Christmas, its seed was used in Christmas cake,
etc. (Srpski mitoloski recnik, s.v.)
49 TIaBJIOBHn.1954.
50 Paneuxonnh, 1996 a.
51 Manaj, 1892,p. 107.
52 Kajvaxoanh, 1973, p. 222; Kanryoa, 1974. p. 166; Ky.TIIIWHn, 1970, p. 91; Pauenxoaah.
19666, p. 126, 132-134.
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purposes (for instance in love charms, in fertility theft for acquiring psychic
powers and invisibility, etc.), but in those cases the bone is usually taken
from unblessed animals (cat frog, bird, snake - as different from pig, Christ
mas rabbit and St.Georges Day lambj.>' Finally, bones (animal and hu
man), in the same way in which they have the power to protect" and to
provide fertility.? can kill and destroy. 56 Due to all this. magic actions taken

in this context are aimed at, above all, activating and purposeful using of
intermediary affinities of the bone as an object which definitely belongs to
the world of dead, but which can relatively safely serve for the needs of the

living.
Bones have somewhat different features if they are understood as the

residence of soul." namely, as the vital principle or the active substance
which, owing to its never-ending force, lives through the physical death and

becomes the guarantee of possible resurrection. That logical model is built
into the fairytales of "Cinderella" type, where the bones of cow-mother must
be carefully collected, preserved, and buried: it is that model which prevents
Jova to come back to life until the last bone is accounted for, 58 with the same
reason why the devil, when wishing to destroy the hero, is not satisfied with
eating his flesh, but must "cmsh his bones" as well. 59 Different from this

53 PageHKoBIIh, 1996 B, p. 123,148,163; Beronah, 1986, p.247.
54 T.P.'Bop~eBIIh, 1985. pp. 150-151; Karny6a, 1974, p. 166; )KypaBJIeB, 1994, p. 21,25.
Into the same context enters the use of bones in the protection from demons: when
there is a cloud carrying hail, which is believed to be brought by ala, in the vicin
ity of Novi Pazar - for instance - a table is carried out of the house (or sintjai
(commonplace: camp . .TeqJTuh. 1(58) with various utensils ("cuvadar" a piece of
Christmas cake, poskurnik: wedding ring. etc.) among which, in the case of Mus
lims, Kourban bone....' are an obligatory item (Eparah, 1985. p. 113).
55 fp6IIh, 1909, p. 64: HIIKOJIllh, 1910, p. 139; KajMaKoBIIh, 1973, p. 222.
56 Annex 2, 1.1.
57 "Y:ajKaHoBIIh, 1994, V; Elijade, 1985, and the literature they quote.
58 "Carev sin armicar". Elijade (p. 53) gives the following example from shaman
mysticism with Yakuts: the shaman, that is hatched from an egg, is being dis
membered by three devils who later put him together bone by bone. "If later a
bone is missing, one of his family must die in order to replace it."
59 "K vragu po tri dlake". In Afanassiev the same role is played by emperor-bear
(No. 201). There is a known belief in folklore that the bones of Durdevilo (the
lamb slaughtered on St.George 's Day) and of Christmas roast must not be broken,
since otherwise the sheep will break their legs during the year. (MIIJIIIheBIIn, 1984,
p. 122; KajMaKoBIIh, 1973, p. 222) In the ballads of .Prokleti Duka Setkovic" type,
the worst punishment, to be carried out only for the gravest of sins, is to throw
away a dead man's bones "za izvanjske gore" (to the mountains that form the
outer frontier ofthe 'whole man's world) (See: Detelic, 1992, p. 44).
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already classical repertoire, in the Kett fair ytale about the old man and his
children offantastic origin, about their death. and resurrection by cooking in
a rocking cauldron, we find a somewhat different concept: if the cauldron,
while rocking, overtums eastward, the children are dead "by weak death"
and come back to life: ifthe cauldron overtums westward, death is fmal and
no resurrection will take place.v" Similar cooking in the cauldron, similar
reconstruction of the skeleton, rocking and expected resurrection, Eliade finds
in shaman rituals around neophytes, recognizing them as an element, or relic,
of "shepherd spirituality". 61 In this context particular attention should be
given to the relationship between the perishable flesh (which is always ritu
ally destroyed and rejected) and the lasting bones which - since soul resides
in them - become the only true connection with the etemal world ofancestors
and, therefore, the only valid instrument for acquiring and transmitting knowl
edge from one world into the other. Thus, mystical dismembering of the
neophyte's body, the deconstruction of the skeleton into tiny parts and its
construction anew, working and binding the skeleton into a whole strength
ened by iron, is not only the resurrection of a temporarily taken life, but also
the completion, modeling, and enhancing of the knowledge acquired in the
world of demons and the only way in which that knowledge can be transmit
ted into the world of living without punishmentf That special knowledge,
which in the case of shamans has both practical and mystical significance, is
in the fairytale conquered indirectly - as the award for fulfilling the contract
in the hero's agreement with the devil - and is in sujet, among other forms,
being found as a miraculous rejuvenation and resurrection of the hero by
being cooked in the devil's cauldron."

60 AJIeKceeHKo, 1974. Children were gotten (from clay) by cooking in the caul
dron. Falling eastward is provided for by shrewdness: the old man supports the
cauldron with a stick, so that it cannot but overturn to the desired side.
61 Elijade, p. 53, 137. On the possibilities and frameworks for a comparison with
shamanism, see: Flasar, 1996; MamKIIreeB,1978.
62 On the way in which demons (precisely - ala) defend the transmission of know1
edge to the ignorant ones, and further, see: PageHKoBIIh, 1996c, p.16. The motif of
the forbidden transmission of knowledge from one world into the other is in fact
international (AT: 333 B and A 363): a cannibal godfather/godmother eats hero in
the same way and for the same reason as ala does in our parts; in sujet A 363,
demon is a vampire that kills the victim only after it unknowingly admits of being
aware what the vampire is doing and into what it changes.
63 "HeyMoMKa", Aqianacses, No. 278. The contract that the soldier makes with the
small devil (nepreaox) - not to shave, cut his hair, cut his fingernails, clean his nose,
and change for 15 years - is in fact equal to a fifteen-year long death (very similar
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Although cannibal demons are nothing unusual in fairy tales, it is
finally obvious that rolling over the bones of the eaten victim asks for addi
tional explanation. The only one, based on this review. that makes any sense,
can be found in the intention - after having destroyed the perishable meat - to
destroy' the undying soul residing in the bones. If that is the goal of baba
vaga « actions, it can doubly be provided for in the described manner: by
crushing ofthe bones (which destroys their magic 'wholeness - and thus their
power), and by taking the force contained in them (which is, most generally,
the purpose of every ritualistic rolling). When this is done, the hero is defi
nitely disabled and cannot come back to his own world in any way whatso
ever. The fact that he manages to do so, however, to save himself from the
demon by cunning and to find allies that will lead him away from the chthonic
empire - is in fact the reason for telling the fairy tale.

*
All that we have discussed here, could serve only as the material for

modeling the basic and the derived sujet elements that have reached us in
their final, literary form. In the process of material selection, concrete ge
neric affinities were respected, but from the aspect ofthe final, several times
over interposed user (our position in the analysis is certainly no better than
that), it is difficult to say what those affinities were and, especially, which
among them had priority. Of course, it is possible to suggest not one but 
depending on the angle of perception - several associative chains, with the
note that their validity should be accepted only conditionally.

1. - The first such chain is found in badnjak (yule log), certain Christ
mas customs and the unusual origin of heroes in fairy tales. It concerns a
Ukrainian ritual known as volociti kolodku, the elements of which can be
recognized to a certain extent in the southern regions of Greater Russia, in
Belorussia, Poland, Slovakia, Slovenia, and Croatia.v' What is interesting
in that context is the coincidence - for the Serbs excessive coincidence - of

similar to shaman neophyte's death during his mystic initiation which is carried
out in the world of demons, while the body falls dead in the world of humans).
What happens to the hero at the end of the story, is also very similar to the shaman
initiation: "LIepTeHoK mpy6IVI ero na MenKHe l.faCDI, 6pOCHH B KOTen H,n:aBa:ti: BapHTb;
CBapl!J1, sunyn IIC06paJI see Boe,n:HHO KaK CJICp:yCT: KOCTOTIKa BKOCTOT-IKy, cycTaBTIHK B
cycramax, 2KIIJIKCi B)KII,;IKy" (p. 288) Live and dead water, which completes the
process of bringing back to life. are specific for the fairy' tale and belong to it as a
common place.
64 TO.1CTOJl, 1995, p.249.
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the wrapping up ofyule log into linen (Ukraine), i.e. "into a clean shirt ofthe

head ofthe household" or into the shirt ofthe youngest male child (Leskovacka

Moravaj.f' Thus in fact the birth of yule log is performed, while the further

current ofdevelopments in the eastern Slavonic context (which is missing in

the case of Serbs)66 points to their hagiographic character.

In the fairy tales which constitute the subject of this paper, where the

records come from Cemigovska, Saratovska, and Kurska district - and where,

according to Tolstoy's testimony, 8Yl.iel-be «naoe (dragging of the log) is cel

ebrated - Ivanuska is created from the iian. (tree-stump) that the grandfather

brings from the forest, and the grandmother is rocking it in the crib (Afanassiev
No.l09), Lutonjka comes from the linden (llyiuOluKa) which the grandfather

brings one winter from the forest and throws nearby the fire, so that in three

days time a child is created from it (No.1 11), and Trescica comes from tcnaoa
(a log) in the following manner: "BOT cnenann OHII 16a6a IIp;ep;a1 KOJIOAOl:JKY,

3aBepHYJIlI ee B rreJIeHOl:JKY, rrOJIO)KIIJIII B JIIOJIeqKY, CTaJIII xauars Aa

npnriaroxasar» - II BMeCTO KOJIOAOqKII CTaJI POCTh B nenenosxax ChIHOK

Tepenre-rxa,HaCTOJU1.J;aJI JIrOAKa! "67 The Ukrainian ritual still provides for

the log to be killed and buried, namely burnt. The main role in this was
played by women. 68

This sujet line would be oriented to the hero and his destiny, which the

fairytales do not express all in an equal measure, but certainly do express.

6S Ibid., p. 249, 250. Tolstoj stressed that "wrapping a child into father's shirt - is
an inseparable part of the birth ritual in many Slavic zones, eastern, southern, and
western" (p. 250).
66 This circumstance does not have greater importance since the Serbs have pre
served fairly well the cult of tree-stump as an idol (comp. CpUCKU MUWO/WUlKU

pe-ututc , s.v.).
67 In fairy tales No. 108 (District of Voronez) and 11 0 (unknown origin), nothing
is said about the hero. except that his name is Ivasko. Since these two examples
are
most probably from the same area, it is possible that they were sometimes accom
panied with a story about the hero's origin, so that in the moment of recording it
was forgotten or is missing due to other reasons. Fairy tales No. 106 and 107 were
recorded in Permska and Tambovska districts. In them, the hero is not the only
son (in No. 107: one ofthree) or is not the son at all (No. 106: lives with a cat and
a sparrow). Animal names of hero's brothers in No. 107 (Ram and He-Goat) indi
cate that both these examples belong to the same category, also very archaic but
completely different from the rest (other five examples).
68 In similar activities around Serbian 6aOT-baK, which are accessible only to men, in
the cases in which 6aOT-baK is bound like a newborn baby (Leskovacka Morava), it
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2. - The second associative chain could be constructed from the am

biguous position of the engaged female demons.
In the fairy tales which for hero's adversary take the witch, (Af.

No.108, 109, 110, 112), the rolling mentioned by the formula is performed
on the ground or in the grass. Although there are not many instances in
which direct parallels can be drawn between human and demonic actions of
the same kind but different purpose, as it was possible in the case of ritual
rolling, it still remains unclear why rusalke are rolling in the grass on Whitsun

- and that is the onlv datum of the kind that could also be reconfirmed outside
the fairytale framework. The general meaning ofthc ritual rolling (the con
tact with the sources of vitality and taking of their powers regardless of the
performers origin), is in this context insufficient indicating discrete sec

ondary data written into the material. However, when brought into connec
tion with the belief that fairies are bom from dew.'" and when compared
with the lascivious formula which accompanies the rolling in dew in a Bul
garian custom," this behaviour of rusalke - and even that of the witches

from our fairytales - acquires even an erotic significance. Nevertheless, the
main point is in the type of ground.

was recorded that the tree is cut in a "feminine" manner (by horizontal cuts from
the west side and in several places), Thus a double opposition male/female - east!
west was inscribed into the ritual. We noticed the marginalization - probably much
stronger in the past - of the role of women in Serbian rituals on Christmas Eve and
Christmas Day, already earlier, when we discussed the rolling of food and the
sacrifice offering to birds/souls. The same system of replacement feminine-for
masculine is indicated in the fairy tale "Grbo i kralj davolski" (Annex 1 -3.1).
Differently from Russian fain' tales with baba-vaga/vestica, the mentioned fairy
tale shows a male demon and his guests (godfathers), and standard victims (devil's
daughters) are supplemented with the demon's wife (the queen). This relation is
also maintained in the Serbian examples of "Hansel and Grettel since it is always
the male characters ("the Jews", .psoglovr. etc.) who give orders to "grandmoth
ers" and ..mothers" how the children should be cooked or roasted. The only active
woman character with cannibalistic intentions (mother/stepmother ready to eat
her own children). in Serbian fairy tales is in fact never realized. Owing to all of
this. the line of the female demon-cannibal is more easily followed in the Russian,
considerably more archaic sujets.
69 T.P. nopbcBlIh, 1953. p.70.
70 On St.Jeremiahs Day (the day of expulsion of snakes. which are also the souls
of ancestors), on the Mayday, young women go out into the fields at dawn, lie on
the ground and roll in the grass wet with dew, saying: "JIIlI, II ... rpesa' (SbNU.
1936, XLII, p. 128) Here. one should take into account also the international
motif of reincarnation of the burnt mall through the touch with his skull or some
undetermined bones (AT: B788): a woman becomes pregnant from a contact or
swallowing of such bone, and bears a child who is the reincarnated dead man.
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3. Liminality of the persons participating in the chthonic ritual is al
ways implied or mediated by the liminality of space and time in which the
ritual is taking place (liminal places: threshold, fireplace, crossroads, bor
der, unclean places in general, and such times of day or days: midnight, the
dead of night, unchristened days, etc.), even more so if the participant him
self is a chthonic being and - in addition - keeper of the frontier between this
and that world. Baba-yaga, who is all of these, cannot be replaced by the
witch in all the respects, and as the keeper of the frontier - not at all. The

frontier itself is "strong" and unpenetrable in everyday circumstances, so
that we could agree with the view that "the hero can enter the chthonic space
and discover the secret of that world - but he must not transmit that secret to
the people". 71 Hero in these fairy tales does not belong to the category ofthe

so-called .jnformed": he does not know the rules of conduct in demonic
space, he is not very skillful in the world ofhumans either (he was caught by

trick or due to his own mistake), he is not even offered the opportunity to

pass the test and acquire the right to passage in this or that direction. In
generaL therefore, he is not seen as returning from that world, so that baba
yaga's actions should be interpreted accordingly.

In these two chains, the sujet line follows the demonic opponent, but

only with the appearance of baba-yaga does the space for the mystical use of

bones open.

Finally, as many as new chains we open, we shall still be unable to

determine what - and if any at all - ritual stood in the initial position of the

conception of formula for rolling over hero's bones. 72 The signals that are

being sent by the real codes inscribed in it (so far as we are able to track

71 PaJ(eHKoBIIB, 1996 c, p. 16.
72 .Hagiographic" character of Christmas Eve rituals with Serbs and Ukrainians
points to one possible interpretation. It is probably not completely senseless, since
the roasting and eating of children, of which we spoke earlier, appears in the same
light. In that context. one should pay special attention to the datum about one of
quoted Bulgarian examples (.,The Jew slaughters children during the wedding
ceremony"), where the ritual character of the text is doubly indicated: secondary 
through the title (wedding) and primarily through its generic characteristic (har
vest song). In accordance with the rituals related to the end of harvest (some of
which we have analyzed here as well), the .Jiagiographic" character of the cus
tomary texts could refer to wheat. The connection is only conditional, but already
as such it points to myths about gods that resurrect, 'which are, as a TIlle, all related
to the agricultural cycle. On the other hand, devouring of flesh and preservation
of bones, indicate a ritual of different kind. In that sense Eliade, outside the con
text of the book on shamanism. mentions a Tibetan ritual ch cd (see on this: Evans
Venz, 1988).
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them), arrive from various sources (ritual dialogue, yule log, ritual rolling,

the mystique of bones, protection of the strong frontier). In principle, every
one ofthem could be considered the true one, under the condition that it fits
into the story of successful resurrection - and that condition is in fact ful

filled by all of them. Perhaps such a syncretic picture calls for the quest for
the initial sujet of the myth, and perhaps in its foundation there was, un
known to us, a very archaic ritual that was certainly abandoned long time

ago. Although these presumptions are not to be rejected as being unable to
investigate, and then, reconfirmed or rejected, from the standpoint of literary
poetics there is practically no need for such an enterprise: formula in oral

literary types "works" under much simpler conditions. If the fairy tale de
mands not only that the hero should deceive the demon (which can be done in

another ways as well) , but also that the demon should annihilate his own

kind, it will attempt to select, among the means at hand, those which will be

most easily recognized and the quickest to fit into the new surrounding. As

real codes are clearer and stronger, the association circle is narrower and

handier: all the rest belongs to the narrative strategy.

Translated by Zdenka Petkovic

KOCTI1MECO

KIbIDKeBHII II peaJIHII KO,ll,OBM y 6ajKaMa

Pe3HMe

Y onoxpany yqHIbeHje nosymajna ce edmxacnocr KJIMIIleaM epopMYJIe,

y cnojcrny cpencrana sa xonnpan,e peannja, nponepn na MOTMBy JbY,ll,CKIIX

xocrnjy MMeca xao xpane y cprrcKHM MpycKIIM Hap0,ll,HMM 6ajKaMa. I1pMKa3aHa

aHaJIM3a 3aCHOBaHa je na HeKOJIMKO reopnjcxax npernocranxn: 1) ,ll,a je

crpyxrypa 6ajKe CJIO)l(eHa; 2) ,ll,a je peaJIM3aIJ,IIjare cTpyKType jemrocrasaa; 3)
,ll,a je jennocranaoct rsene pcanrrsanujc ojrorvhena rrpIIMeHoM KJIIIIIlea II

epopMyJIe; 4) na y 6ajIJ,H, xao II naase y TeKCTOBIIMa ycaene KIbll)l(eBHOCTII,

nocroje ,ll,Ba ,ll,oMIIHaHTHa xona: peaJIHII II KIbM)KeBHII;5) na KJIMIIle II rpopxyxa,
saxaarsyjyhu rroce6HIIM oc06IIHaMa xoje aanpscanajy y pa3JIMqMTIIMIITrrOBIIMa

npuxene, ycrretnno CJIy)Ke xao cpescrna sa KOJJ:HpaIbe y 06e paBHII - paBHII

peanaja II paBHII KIbII)KeBHOr TeKCTa. Ilocerian aKIJ,eHT CTaBJbeH je na II360p

cpencrasa Mnpoueny IbHXOBe edinxacaocra: KJIlIIIle naje najtion,e peayirrare y

paBHII rJI06aJIHe opraHII3aI.J,IIje CM)Kea ("rreqeHa nena" II Jby,ll,O)K,ll,epCTBo), a

epopMyJIa y ,ll,y6IIHCKOM rroBe3IIBaIbY peannja ca TeKCTOM ("BaJbaIbe rro

KocTIIMa").
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1. the animal eats man (part ofhis body)
1,1-9 The magical assistant - the eagle that brings the hero from the other

world into this one - during the flight when he runs out of the meat prepared for
the trip. eats hero's flesh (part of the leg - calf): at the end of the journey the bird
spits alit a piece offlesh which. when fixed on hero's leg. grows into it, and the leg
is as it was before,

Source: ..Kpasapnf Mapxo". LIajK(lHoBHh No, 10 (also 1L 12, 16); BYK
(..13n6epTle"): .Tpn ~apCTBCi - xrenaoe, cepeop anoe ll'jOJ10TOe", Atpanacr.en No. 128
(also 129-131)

Similar motif (..spit and stick'): devils. Mire's girlfriend's brothers, "in
happiness" kiss the hero: "all three kissed him on the cheek and wherever each
kissed him, he bit his flesh and ate it in happiness. 1. ../ Each spat and watered it
and it grew as it used to be."

Source: "UapcB CIIH n Mnpena nenojxa", 'Iajxanouah No. 47
NB: in the first type of the fairy tale (where the eagle takes the hero to the

upper world), the young birds at first hide the hero from their bird-mother, be
cause they are afraid that she could eat him from happiness

2. demon eats 1111111

2.1 Dragon. the hero's adversary, every day ..carries a dead man home" to
eat it for dinner.

Source: ,.Du6cpdJJ;'·, '{ajxauonuh No. 11
2.2 Ala's sons eat human flesh: ..In the evening. ala's sons came and

asked her: 'Mum. why do we smell human flesh?' And she said to them: 'It was
human flesh you ate for lunch, so you can smell it'. Then they took sticks to pick
their teeth. one took out a shoulder from a tooth. another a rib. ,;

Source: "qlu'aHKa uapuua", "Iajxanosuh No. 33
2.3 Devil (vrag) cats people: when he comes home and smells the hero.

cries: ..Here is a baptized soul. say where it is. so I can eat his flesh and crush his
bones!"

Source: ..K npary no rpn g.fIaKe". Hajxanonnh NO.3 7
2.4 Hero's enemy. divljan (one-eyed giant man-eater), eats human flesh in

his cave: ,.and he started probing them behind the neck, to check who is fat to
slaughter and roast him, and he found a fat priest caught him and killed him, put
him on a roasting-spit and placed over fire to roast".

Source: ,J~IIB.L(nr'·, ByK. p. 139
2,5 Three women in a forest are roasting a man in order to eat him: "one is

spinning the spit, the second is poking the fire. and the third is bringing fire
wood",

The context implies that they are demons (811 denice).
Source: "CeCTpa caryua.ta opcrra-', -lajxauonnh No. 86
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2.6 Ala christens a man's child and the day after calls his wife to visit her:
at home (where a poker and a broom are fighting. in one room there are human
arms. in another legs. in the third human flesh. in the fourth blood, and in the
fifth ala took off her head and put on a horse's one). ala eats her godson and his
mother as punishment for their improper behaviour in the demonic world (breach
of speech prohibition): when the godson's mother says that she saw her changing
heads: before that (broom, arms, legs, flesh. blood) ala does not react.

Source: ..KYMa ClJICl", LfajKaHoBHh No. 115: Arpanact.en No. 102-103 (baba-
vaga)

2.7 Dragon. in his castle, eats people for lunch every day: .after he kills
and roasts a man, he takes him and eats him (he eats only once) and makes her!
the emperor's daughter! eat human flesh also. but she deceives him by throwing it
under the table. and eats other things that she cooks herself'. On that day (when
the hero should free the emperor's daughter), the dragon eats two men.

Source: ..Cpehuu car", Bocancxa anna. 1894.
2.8 Giant, the hero's enemy. lives in a cave and intends to eat the hero, but

the giant's daughter helps the hero and he is not eaten. So all giant's activities are
concluded in threatening only. that is in crying upon coming home: .There is
tame flesh here" (meaning human flesh) "tell quickly where it is, so that I can eat
it".

Source: "UapeBlrn II JJ:IIBOB3 KnII", Hajxanosnh No. 21
2.9 The master of Zlatni Rasudenac threatens the hero that he will eat him

unless he fulfills difficult tasks: .Jfyou do not do this, be sure that I will roast and
eat you".

Source: .,Ao 3mnror PacYJJ:cHIJ;a", LfajKl:lIIOI31rh No. 40
3. demon eats demon
3.1 Hero's enemy, the devil king, kings godfather and the godfather's son,

in ignorance, thinking that they are eating Grba (nickname meaning: Hunch
back). eat the flesh of their queen - wife of the devil king (Grbo tricks the devil
queen and roasts her: the king and his guests, thinking that it was Grbo who was
roasted, eat everything without noticing any difference: only the godfather's son
knows what they are eating and repeats three times that it is not right for them to
eat their queen: thus the deception is unraveled).

Source: .Tptio II xpan, ~aBOJICKII", EOCClHCKa BH,jla, 1899
3.2 Three psoglavi catch ,.some children that were guarding cattle", take

them home and make (their) mother prepare one of the children for lunch, and the
other two for dinner. The children trick the old woman, push her into the boiling
water, and run away. Upon returning home, the psoglavt learn what has hap
pened, send their dogs after the children. but the dogs could not find them: the
children find shelter with a woman who was married to a psoglav. she saves them,
gives them food and helps them across the Morava river. so that the children save
their lives.

Source: "Aeqcl II IlCOLlal3lI", LIajKaIIoBIIh NO.27
Cajkanovic C.AclJ,a anhe.m", No. 28) has another fairy tale mentioning
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psoglavi in a similar context: the children, who are being fattened by their parents
so they can roast and cat them. a day before this should happen, beg holy Sunday
to set them free. which indeed happens: running away. the children fall into the
hands of psoglavi : they also want to eat them. and leave them to the old woman to
cook them in the cauldron: the children trick her and cook her (" We are small.
and we don't know how to do that Ito see if the water is boilingl come with us and
show us, so that we can do it next time"). but psoglavi do not eat her. although
they go after the children ( from that point OIL the stories differ).

3.3 The heroes (daughter and son. step-children), after the boy is well fat
tened, instead of being eaten. cook the old woman. The Jews do not eat the woman,
but when they learn what has happened, nm after the children who run away and
find a water-spring: by the spring a (demonic) woman gives the children nice gifts
(roses from the mouth and pearls from the eyes): the step-mother sends her daughter
to the same water-spring, but she does not pass the test and receives ugly gifts
(slime and bloody tears).

Source: ,.Oue'!' \lClhexa II nacropxa", ByK, p. 133
3.4-10 The hero tricks haba-yaga's daughter and pushes her into the oven:

upon returning, bobo-yaga eats her daughter thinking that she is eating the hero:
.,/6a6a JIfa/ noena nee. coopana nee KoeTIL pcn.T[O)KIWa IIX IIa 1CMJICPJI):(OM H na-rana
IIO IIIIJ\IKaTaTbCJI".

In some variants the witch brings also guests to dinner (similar to "Grbo"),
but. differently from , Grbo'. none of the guests recognizes what kind of flesh he is
eating.

Source: .J3aOa-JIfa II )KlIXapb". Ac!)aHaCbCB No. 106 (AT 327 D, <I»
-I. man eats man (a part ofhis body) or intends to eat him
4.1 Wife carries lunch to her husband in the field, but she falls down and

breaks the pot out of fear she cuts her breast and cooks him a new meal, and the
man (father of children - the heroes of the fairy tale) eats his wife's breast in
ignorance and remarks that .Iie has not eaten anything tastier in his life"; the wife
suggests: "See how sweet human flesh is, my husband. Let us lock those children
of ours in a barrel and feed them. and then kill them and eat them".

Source: ",IJ.e~a anl)eJnr",LlajKiJIIOBJlh No. 28
TR.Dordc\'ic in his article Cannibalism (NNZ, 1 p. 92) quotes a story

from Skopska Crna Gora identical to the beginning of our fairytale: ,,It talks about
a man who caught two pigeons and gave them to his wife to prepare dinner, and
how a cat got them and ate them. In fear that her husband will beat her for that
the wife cut off her breasts and instead of pigeons made her husband dinner with
them. When the man started eating, he could not stop praising the taste offlesh he
was eating. The wife tells him the truth and, since she was the step-mother to her
husband's children. tells him: 'When (human flesh) is so sweet let us slaughter
your children, and eat them'." (Source: SEZ, VI, p.487)

4.2 Sentin, the fairy tale hero, thinks he has killed all his enemies -hajduks,
but the ninth was not killed completely: during nine years, the ninth hajduk was
healed by eating flesh and bones of his killed peers.

Source: "CeIITlIlr", Hajxanosnb No. 23.
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Annex 2

Mirjana DeteIic

1. human hones - magical
1.1 Hero (Sentin) thinks he has killed all his enemies - hajduks, but the

last. ninth, he did not kill: during nine years. the ninth hajduk was healed by
eating the flesh and bones of his killed friends: only one little forked bone was left
that he could not chew". A fairy told the hajduk ..that in human bones there is one
bone which is poisonous. and thc one who cuts himself on that bone would imme
diately die. This is that bone".

Source: ..Ceirrnn". '{ajxauounh No. 23
2. soul in the bones
2.1 The hero's (Java's) enemy, an arrow-shooter. kills Java and throws him

into a well in order to take his place: ten years later. after the flesh had rotten and
only scattered bones are left in the well. the God sends St. Peter to gather the
bones and put each one in its place: St. Peter does not bring out all the bones at
first - a finger is missing: the God orders him to descend into the well once again
and find the finger which was hidden under a stone: on that finger there is the
ring that Java received from the Emperor's daughter. ThcIL "God breathes into
those bones a soul. and from them Java - Emperor's son is created again, alive as
once he was before".

Source: "DapeB cnn apxnt-rap, LJ:ajKaHoBIIn, No. GO.
2.2 The heroine, Cinderella, is prohibited to eat the meat and bones of the

cow into which her mother has turned; the prohibition comes from the cow itself:
"Be silent don't cry. but when they slaughter me. do not eat the meat, but collect
all the bones and bury them in the ground under that stone behind the house, so
that whenever you are in trouble, you can come to my grave and you will get
help". (A magical coffin appears on and disappears from that grave on its own
will.)

Source: .Tlene.r.yra.; BYK, pp. 125-128.
2.3 The heroine must not eat the meat of the cow foster-mother: the cow

orders her to gather the bones, make a bundle. plant it in the fruit-garden and
water it every morning: a magical apple tree grows out of the bones, with silver
branches and golden leaves: thanks to it (indirectly). the heroine marries a prince.

Source: "KpomcTIKel-xaBpoweTIKa". AC]JamlcbeB. No. 100 (AT - magical cow)
type Cinderella

3. bones - procedures with hones
3. I - rolling over the bones -
3.1.1 A(llaUaChc8, No. 106: a cat. a sparrow, and a courageous youth

(JlCll.\ap b) live together: the cat and the sparrow leave to cut wood and tell the
youth: "Remain at home and be careful: if bob a-vaga comes and starts counting
the spoons, don't say a word! The youth remains on the fire-place, behind the
chimney, and baba-vaga comes and starts collecting the spoons: "This is the eat's
spoon. this is the sparrow's. and the third is zihar«. Zihar could not take it any
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longer and started yelling: " Don't touch my spoon, babo-yagav Jaga catches
him and takes him to her home. but the cat and the sparrow save him twice; third
time they don't succeed. After the trick with roasting bab a-yaga's oldest daugh
ter, vaga comes. and before eating thefleshfrom the oven, saysr'Let me roll over
the zikarko's bones!" The same procedure is repeated with the middle and the
eldest daughter, and finally. with babo-yaga herself. The rolling formula is irrel
evant and acquires its true significance only in variant No.107.

3.1.2 A(llallachco, No, 107: there were three brothers in a family: one was
called Ram. another He-Goat. and the third C'ufilj-Filjuska. On one occasion. the
three brothers went to the forest to visit their grand-father. The brothers left Filjuska
with him, and went hunting. The grand-father was old and lost control overFiljuska,
who wanted to eat apples, climbed a tree to pick one, when vaga-bura came "in
the iron mortar and with the hammer in hand" . She offers him the first apple - he
refuses because it is rotten: she offers him a second one - he refuses because it has
worms: she offers him the third "from her hand". he takes that one and she takes
him home. Two times his brothers save him, the third time they do not succeed.
The episode with vagas. daughter and roasting follows. Filjuska hides, taking
with him vaga's mortar and hammer. Eating the flesh, vaga does not think of her
daughter, believing that she is in the other cottage spinning wool. Rolling over the
bones. vaga utters the formula about rolling Filjuska replies: over bones, and
Rock mother, roll, mother. over the bones of your daughter Yoga attacks him, he
defends himself by hitting her with the hammer and runs onto the roof. He sees a
flock of geese flying over the roof. asks them for some feathers to make himself
wings, and they give him what he asked: with the help of the wings, Filjuska flies
home.

3. 1.3 A(llaliaruco, No, 108: an old man and an old woman had a son,
Ivasecka. Ivasecka went fishing and remained at the lake-side: from time to time,
the mother comes to take the fish and bring him lunch. The witch imitates the
mother and calls Ivasecka, but he knows that it is not his mother's voice and does
not go: the witch goes to the blacksmith to make her voice same as Ivaseckas
mother's, or she will cat him. When she gets the new voice, she catches Ivasecka
and takes him to her place. She orders her daughter Alenka to roast Ivasecka, and
she herself goes out to bring guests to dinner. The episode with the roasting of
Alenka follows. The witch and her guests eat Alenka. and after the dinner, they go
out of the house in the garden they roll in the grass. The witch utters the formula:
without mentioning the bones. and Ivasko. who hid on top of an oak, replies: in
the some manner as before (no 197) In anger, the witch starts chewing the oak
tree. but breaks two front teeth: runs to the blacksmith and asks him to make her
false teeth, threatening to eat him. With iron teeth she cuts the oak into two, but
Ivasko climbs the next tree. The witch breaks again two (lower) teeth, the black
smith (under the same threat) makes her iron teeth, and she bites into the tree
again. Over Ivasko, three flocks of swans are flying. Ivasko begs them to take him
home; only the third flock accepts and brings him back to his parents.
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3.1.4 A(IJauacheo, No. 109: a man and a woman are childless: the man
brings a tree-stump from the forest, the woman rocks it in the cradle and the
stump becomes a real child. When he grows up, the son Ivanjka. asks for a silver
boat with a golden row so that he can fish in the river. From then on same as in
No. 108. Instead ofoak, Ivanjka hides in a maple-tree. The witch brings her kumovi
(god-fathers) as guests. The rolling formula - the same. Ivanjka is also saved only
by the third flock of geese.

3.1.5 A<lJallaCheo, No. 110: a man and a woman had a little boy named
Ivasko. The fishing is taking place in a lake. The witch's daughter is called Marusya.
After the dinner. they roll in the grass (explicitly). The rolling formula is the
same. The response is the same. The last flock of geese takes Ivasko home.

3.1.6 A<lJallaCheo, No. 111: an old man and an old woman have no chil
dren. The old man brings from the forest some wood and luto ska (a specially
worked out linden) out of which a child is created: his name is Lutonjka. Baba
vaga abducts him. Three daughters. The rolling formula mentions bones. Lutonjka
is sitting on a tower. All three daughters are killed by deception. Lutonjka is saved
by the swans (only one flock): they give him feathers to make wings and he flies
home on his own.

3.1.7 A(IJau3cheo, No. 112: a man and a woman have no children; they take
a tree-stump, dress it into a diaper, put it into a cradle. rock it, and the stump
becomes a child. They call it Tre scica. The rest is the same. Witch's name is
Cuviliha. Trescica is hiding in a tall oak. The witch rolls without mentioning the
bones. Biting the tree and iron teeth - the same. Trescica is saved by the third
flock of swans.

Source: ,J3a6a-RTa H)KlIxaph ". Adianacs eu No. 106 (AT 327 C, F)
same sujet 106-112
The rolling formulas:
1) A())an3C ben, N0.112
Witch: .Let me rock. let me rolL after I ate the Splinter's flesh!"
Trescica: .Rock and roll, witch, after you ate your daughter's flesh!"
It does not sayan what kind of material the rolling is taking place: "The

witch went out of the house, she rocks, and rolls, and calls ., (the formula follows).
2) A<lJ3UaCbeO, No. 109
Witch: "I will rock. I will roll. after I ate Ivanjka's flesh!"
Ivanjka: "Not but - Alenka's!'
- rolling most probably on the ground: "After they ate this meat, the witch

went to where the maple-tree was, on which Ivanjka was hiding, and she started
rolling and calling" -

3) A<lJ3UaCben, No. 108
Witch: "Let me rock, let me roll, Ivaskos flesh eaten!"
Ivasko: "Rock and roll. Alenka's flesh eaten!"
- rolling on the grass: the witch and the guests cat Alenka and later go out

"in the garden and they roll in the grass" -
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4) Arpauaci.ea, No. 110
Witch: "Let us rock, let us roll. after we ate Ivaskos flesh!"
Ivasko: "Rock and roll. after you ate Marusya's flesh!"
- rolling explicitly all the grass: both the witch and the guests are rolling 
5) A(llaUaCbeB, No. 111
Baba-yaga: "Let me rock. let me roll over Lutonjkas bones!"
Lutonjka: "Rock and roll over your daughter's bones!"
- it does not sayan what they are rolling: "She went out of the house and

said" (formula is following) -
6) A(I)allaCbeB, No. 107
Yaga-bura: "My dear daughter! Come to me and roll with me over

Filjkuska's bones!"
Filjuska: "Rock mother. roll mother. over your daughter's bones!"
- rolling on the bones: "/baba-yaga/ ate all. gathered all bones together, put

them orderly on the ground. and started rolling over the bones" 
7) A(llamlcben, No. 106
Baba-yaga: "Let me rock, let me roll over ziharkos bones!"
Zihar: "Rock and roll over your daughter's bones!"
- the flesh has not been eaten, baba-yaga utters the formula before she

even looked at the lunch: only the rolling formula is uttered, but the rolling does
not take place.

3.2 - bones as construction material -
3.2.1 The hero, hunter. as a difficult assignment must make a court out of

giant's bones near the Emperor's court.
Source: "CaTamlH.'10B<1 dilr", "Iajxanoanh. NO.39
3.2.2 The hero goes to see why the mountain flashes during the day and

burns during the night: there he finds an old woman whose yard's fence is made
of human bones and some people arc standing in it "dumb and not moving": the
old woman turns him into a similar creature: later. his twin brother liberates him.

Source: ..Tpn jerya.e", BYK, p.121
3.2.3 The animals unite and run into a forest but fall into a deep trench:

the cock and the hen fly over, but the rest of the animals (a rabbit, a ram, an ox, a
fox, a wolf and a bear) fall into it and are not able to get out; during the captivity
in the trench. the animals eat one another. and the last one is eaten by the bear:
finally, out of the bones of the eaten animals the bear "made a ladder, and got out
of the trench".

Source: .Xajuynn", -lajxanonub, NO.2
3.3 - crushing of bones -
3.3.1 The devil eats humans: when he comes home, he smells the hero, and

yells: "There is a christened soul in here, tell me where it is, so that I can eat its
flesh, and crush its bones!"

Source: "K spary no rpn LVI3Ke", "Iajxanonnh. No. 37
4. hones as food
4.1 - animal bones -
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4.1.1 In a large household. the head of the family does not respect his
father and mother. but keeps them behind the fireplace and every day, after din
ner. ..a girl comes to collect all the bones into one heap. and throws them behind
the fireplace". and .,1\\0 old. skinny apparitions come out and start sucking all

those bones."
Source: "Ycy;C. BYK
4.2 - human bones -
4.2.1 During nine years the unslaughtered hajduk healed himselfby eating

flesh and bones of his eight killed peers: only .,one forked little bone which he
could not chew" was left. That bone was poisonous.

Source: "Sentin", Hajxanosnh, NO.23
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